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Introduction

series also share an upward-compatible ISP, as outlined in Chap.
51. The various models differ in interpreter speeds and PMS
structure. Many PMS elements are used in common, particularly

K's, Ms's, and T's. The 3030 and 4300 series constitutes the

currant primary IBM product line.

The System/360, System/370, 3030, and 4300 series are pre-

sented both because IBM's market dominance makes it the most

prevalent mainframe computer and because its implementations

span the largest performance and price range of any series. The
various models are compared in Table 1.

This chapter will open with a discussion of the various 360, 370,

3030, and 4300 series models. Finally, the System/360-

System/370 series will be evaluated in terms of cost and perform-
ance.

In this section, besides making some general comments on the

IBM System/360 and System/370 series and System/370 follow-

ons, we will attempt an analysis of the performance and costs of

the series. Performance is notoriously difficult to measure, as we
noted in Chap. 5, and costs are even more so. With respect to the

latter, what is publicly available is price data, not manufacturing

cost data.

These prices reflect not only marketing policies but also

accounting policies within the organization for the attribution of

cost to product lines. Nevertheless, the 360 and 370 series provide

two things which make a comparative analysis worthwhile. First,

the common ISP makes simple performance measures more

comparable; second, the common manufacturer makes relative

prices more a reflection of relative costs than would otherwise be

the case. Neither of these aspects is perfect, as we will note at

several points in the discussion. Nevertheless, the 360 and 370

series provide as good an opportunity to attempt cost/performance

analysis as we know.

Analyses of the type we attempt here produce only rather crude

pictures and are subject to question if all the input data are not

very carefully checked. We have not done this, depending instead

on published sources. For the purpose of this book, illustration of

the style of analysis seems sufficient. In addition, using a

performance measure based only on Pc power measurements

leaves many questions unanswered because it does not address

the soft areas of analysis relating to throughput, task environment,

and the operating-system software.

Figure 1 depicts the family tree of IBM computers as a function

of introduction date and relative processing power. It can be used

as a concise summary and reference for the following discus-

sions.The reader is encouraged to follow the procession of this

chapter on Fig. 1.

The IBM System/360 architecture was introduced in Chap. 40.

The series has been superseded by the IBM System/370, 3030,

and 4300 series. Each series is upward-compatible with the

System/360 so far as the user problem state is concerned. The

The IBM System/360 Family

Figure 2 illustrates the introduction dates of the various System/
360 models. Chapters 40, 41, and 12 discuss the logical structure

of the System/360, the implementations,' and the microprogram-
med Model 30, respectively.

A succinct description of the design goals and innovations is

given in the abstract of Amdahl, Blaauw, and Brooks [1964]. The
architecture^ of the newly accounted IBM System/360 featured

four innovations:

1 An approach to storage which permits and exploits very

large capacities, hierarchies of speeds, read-only storage for

microprogram control, flexible storage protection, and

simple program relocation.

2 An input/output system offering new degrees ofconcurrent

operation; compatible channel operation; data rates ap-

proaching 5 million characters per second; integrated

design of hardware and software; a new, low-cost, multiple-
channel package sharing mainframe hardware; new provi-

sions for device status information; and a standard channel

interface between central processing unit and input/output
devices.

3 A truly general-purpose machine organization offering new

supervisory facilities, poweriul logical processing opera-

tions, and a wide variety of data formats.

4 Strict upward asd downward machine language compatibil-

'Cfiapters 40 and 41 are from IBM Systems Journal, vol. 3, no. 2, 1964,

whicfi was devoted exclusively to the System/360. Other articles, listed in

the bibliography at the end of this chapter, are recommended for

additional details.

^The term architecture is used here to describe the attributes of a system

as seen by the programmer, i.e., the conceptual structure and functional

behavior, as distinct from the organization of the data flow and controls,

the logical design, and the physical implementation.
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tion and technology but include RCA marketing and profit

strategy. In addition, of course, there should have been lower

development costs. RCA's exit from the computer business when
it sold its user base to UNIVAC also may be indicative of the fact

that the 360 costs were not out of line with the product and service

costs.

An interesting aspect of the design is the method used to

implement the individual computer models (of the range) and

their associated costs. From the standpoint of innovation, the 360

was the first computer series to cover a wide range. The more

basic P's (Models 20 ~
65) were implemented via a micropro-

grammed processor. This is based on a computer program within

an M[read only], i.e., a read-only storage (ROS), to interpret the

common ISP. A payoEF from this implementation strategy is a

solution to the "compatibility design constraint," which is the

ability to provide compatibility with the customer's previous

(IBM) machine, which, of course, was not a member of the 360

series. This is undoubtedly the most difficult constraint to meet in

the P designs, and probably the most significant real innovation.

From the marketing viewpoint, it provided the user with a crutch

to go from a former IBM computer to the System/360. This is

accomplished through "emulation,
"

which (as defined by IBM)
means the ability of one C to interpret another's programs at a

reasonable performance level. These emulations are realized by
various microprogrammed P's designed to interpret both the 360

ISP and one or more of IBM 704, 709, 1401, 1410, 1440, 1460,

1620, 7010, 7040, 7044, 7070, 7074, 7090, and 7094.

Most of the above ISPs have a diSierent structure from the 360

ISP. For example, the 1401 series instructions and data [Bell and

Newell, 1971] are variable-length character strings; the 1620 has

variable-length data strings; the 704 series process fixed- and

floating-point data with single-address instructions; and the 7070

is a fixed-word decimal computer. Thus the 360 C's represent the

first machines to be two logical processors in the same physical

implementation.
The emulated speeds are often better than that of the original

hardwired computer. This is not surprising, considering the

change in technology; it is a very attractive feature. The 360 Mp
performance is often a factor of 5 to 10 times the "emulated"

com'puters; and the M[ROS] data rates are a factor of 25 times the

Mp's. For example, the Model 65 emulating a 7090 runs faster

than a hardwired 7090. Note, by way of contrast, that the

hardwired models 91 and 44 have the lowest cost/performance

ratios in the series.

There are minor deviations in the particular models, but all

implementations belong to a common ISP subset. The Model 22

and the Model 91, the extremes of the series, deviate most from

the standard 360 ISP. The range of models shows the comparative

effects of implementation on the actual processing times. For

example, the designers of the various C's were constrained by

memory bandwidths. Since the core memories have about the

same cycle time (0.75
~ 2.5 (xs), variation in bandwidth is

obtained by increasing the data-path width from 8 to 64 bits and

by increasing the number of independent Mp's. By looking at just

Mp bandwidth, for models 30 ~ 65, we obtain a range of 5.3 to

133.5 Mbit/s, corresponding to a performance range of about 1 to

25. By doubling the number of independent memories, this factor

can be increased to 50. These models correspond to a Pc

performance range of 1 to 50. Although we might expect a

narrower range (based on Mp speed), the range can be increas-

ed by performance suppression (at the low end). Power range can

be increased by lowering the absolute performance of Model 30.

This is accomplished by making performance tradeoffs to lower

cost.

Logic Technology

The logic of the 360 series is realized in a hybrid technology,

composed partly of integrated-circuit techniques and partly of the

solid-state techniques standard in second-generation machines. It

is a "thick-film" technology, which deposits the circuitry on a

ceramic substrate. This is called Solid Logic Technology (SLT) and

is used solely by IBM. This production technique allows only for

the fabrication of passive circuit elements on the substrate. The

semiconductor elements (diodes and transistors) are produced

independently, using standard semiconductor production tech-

niques on a wafer. The semiconductors are then cut and bonded to

the substrate, and the complete SLT logic unit is encapsulated.
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The substrates correspond roughly to logic elements (gates,

inverters, flip-flops, etc.). The SLT units are placed on larger

printed-circuit hoards.

Although SLT differs ftindamentally from integrated-circuit

technology, the overall size of the final printed-circuit boards is

about the same. At the time the decision was made to develop the

technolog)', it was unclear that integrated-circuit technology

would reach mass-production state. Thus the SLT program was an

intermediate design prior to integrated-circuit technology. The

two approaches are about the same from the standpoint of

reliability, especially when one considers the soldered printed-

circuit mounting. The number of connections to the printed-

circuit board are about the same. The production technology of

the 360 series is outstanding, perhaps surpassed only by the 360

marketing plan.

PMS Strvctvres and Implementations of the Computer

The PMS structures of the various models in System/360 are

basically similar, e.\cept for the upper end of the series and for the

Model 44 (complete compatibility can be purchased as an option).

We take up the main group first and then discuss the others

individually.

Models 30, 40, 50, and 65. The PMS structures of Models 30,

40, and .50 are all very similar. Figure 3 shows the tree-structured

Mp-Pc of the Model 50.' They all use a P. microprogram, although

'The structure of the Mp's does not include the local M's used for access

control, i.e., the storage protect key mechanism, which it is hoped the

student will forget ahout (forever).
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cannot be interrupted; thus the response time for an interrupt can

be ver> poor. Figure 5 gives a simplified picture of the register

organization of a Model 50.

The actual System/360 ISP interpretation program in each of

the models is different. In addition, each model has micropro-

grams for interpreting other ISPs through emulation. Tucker

[1967] discusses how the models were changed as the emulation
constraint was added. Table 1 gives the computers which each of

the models can emulate. A register structure of the C['30] and the

operation fortheP.microprogramlSPare given in Chap. 12. Tables

2 and 3 in Chap. 41 give the additional parameters which
influence the instruction interpretation rate of the P. micropro-
gram. The significant parameters for a P. microprogram are the

M[ROS] hardware characteristics (speed, size, and information

width); the number of fields in the M[ROS] instructions, which

gives an indication of the number of control functions performed
in parallel; the M [general register] rates and their location in the

structure; the Mp data rate; and the characteristics of M[tempor-
ary] within P. The activity of transferring data from a K, via the

Pio['Selector], is done concurrently with normal instruction

interpretation in Models 30, 40, and 50. A program in M[ROS]
sets up the data transmission with Mp, and transmission is

controlled by an independent hardware control.

Model 25. The Model 25 is an interesting C. Perhaps some of

the interest of the authors is caused by the mystery (to the authors)
as to what its ISP is. Its ISP is no doubt described in maintenance
manuals. We can make the following observations based on its

characteristics taken from its manual of Functional Characteris-

tics. The observations are:

with its own M. read-only, as in the other processors? These
P's just seem to waste power.

2 Why should we bother to implement an intermediate-level
360 ISP? We know the final user will write programs in a
much higher-level language. Thus two levels of interpreta-
tion are required instead of one. It is assumed that to

program a given task will take, say, x |jls ifwe are using the
360 ISP. We assume the same task programmed directly in

the Pc could take as short a time as 1/45 jxs if the Pc were
used directly.

We assume that if the P. microprogram, which is used to define

the System/360 ISP, were used to interpret a FORTRAN ISP, the

speed for a Model 25 FORTRAN ISP might easily approach that of
the Model 50.

Model 44. Model 44 does not use M[ROS], but its Pc and Pio are

hardwired (Models 75 and 91 are also hardwired). The PMS
structure of the Model 44 is given in Fig. 6. Model 44 (and Model
91) stand out as having better performance per unit of cost than
their nearest neighbors, which are implemented with M[ROS].

It must be noted that Models 44 and 91 are not strictly

compatible with the 360 ISP, since they do not process variable-

string and variable-decimal-data formats, although Model 44

options can make it completely compatible. (Subroutines will

probably perform satisfactorily for most applications.)
The PMS structure of the Model 44 (Fig. 6) is a tree. The C['44]

structure indicates 2-Pio['High Speed Multiplexor Channels/

HSMPX], which is between a P['Selector] and P[' Multiplexor] in

power, since a single physical P['HSMPX] with four subchannels

1 It has a very high-performance Mp, namely, Mp[core;
.9 M.s/w; 16 |24|32|48 kby; 2 by/w]; the Mp power is almost
that of a Model 50.

2 There is a relatively straightforward Pc which is micropro-
grammed. The Pc uses Mp for its memory. The System/360
ISP is defined in conventional M[read, write]. Of the

Mp[48Kby] 16 kilobytes are reserved for a microprogram.

3 Its performance is between that of Models 20 and 30,

performing a 360 ISP instruction in about 80 (xs.

4 The penalty paid (slowdown fector) to interpret the 360 ISP
is therefore 80/1.8 == 45.

5 A small 180-ns local store is used for operands.

6 The Pc cost appears to be about the lowest in the series.

We should ask ourselves:

1 Why do we want an intermediate-level P. microprogram
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can behave as four independent Pio's. The organization of the

Model 44 Pc registers is given in Fig. 7, which reveals a

straightforward implementation. The heavy lines in Fig. 7

indicated an ORing of register outputs to form a single data bus

(usually 16 or 32 bits wide). The 16-bit crossover function box

allows the right and left halves (16 bits) of the input to be

exchanged when output. Almost all the units are registers (except

the adders, parity generators, and ORers). The A, Ax, B, and Bx

registers are used as the M. working for performing instnictions,

where the x indicates an extension register used in the 64-bit

floating-point operations. The C register is a second operand

register used for arithmetic and logical operations.

Model 75. The PMS structure of Model 75 is given in Fig. 4.

Models 65, 67, 75, and 91 all use the same basic Mp['2365; core].

The S[n Mp; mP], which switches between the n Mp modules and

the m Pc and Pio's, varies with model, however. C['65] and C['75]

use a simple time-multiplexed S in Pc, called the S['Bus Control

Unit/BCU]. This S makes decisions about which P is to use which

Mp, rather than having each Mp arbitrate the P requesting
service locally. When the memories are all about the same speed,
such an S is all right; however, it has severe limitations when

slow-speed (8 \i,s for the large core store) and high-speed
memories (0.75 jts) are intermixed. The principal difference

between Models 65 and 75 is that C['75] is hardwired and,

depending on the size of the configuration, may have lower

cost/performance.

The simplified functional unit diagram of C['75] (Fig. 8) is more
abstract than the register interconnection diagram of a C['44](Fig.

7). From this description (Fig. 8) of the logic design, one is able to

conjecture what is necessarily within the instruction, execution,

variable-field length, and decimal functional units. The diagram is

presented at a nonuniform level at both the PMS and register-

transfer levels. There is somewhat more detail than in the PMS
structure (Fig. 4). The Model 75 is possibly the first System/360 to

require an intermedite-level diagram between a PMS structure

and a register-transfer diagram. The instruction unit contains the

instruction location counter (part of the ISP) and is responsible for

obtaining the next instruction and the operands. Since there can

be overlap in the instruction fetching process, this unit is

responsible for holding a number of instructions and stores up to

128 bits (2 doublewords) of instructions at a time. The execution

unit and the variable-field and decimal units carry out operations
on data. The execution unit processes floating-point and fixed-

point data.

MULTICS. MIT had ordered a GE 645 for experimental research

in timesharing. IBM formed a group for the development of a

time-shared computer and responded with the Model 67. The
Model 67 is essentially a Pc['65] with adequate S's for multipro-

cessing and a K between Mp and Pc for multiprogramming and

memory mapping. Because of the software uncertainties, the

Model 67 ran as a Model 65 in most installations (in 1968). The

University of Michigan and MIT's Lincoln Laboratory, the first

two customers having considered the MULTICS proposal, were
instrumental in outlining the specifications [Arden et al, 1966].

The hardware (Fig. 9) is interesting from several aspects. First,

there are adequate facilities for memory mapping and program

segmentation. This general scheme is outlined in Fig. 10. In the

Model 67 a user's segment and page maps are in Mp, and these

maps point to physical Mp blocks of the program. Each time a

reference is made, the map is checked for the actual reference. In

order to avoid the accesses to Mp for each Mp reference, a K, with

an M[content address], is located between Pc and Mp to

transform a 24- or 32-bit virtual address in Pc into an actual 19- to

22-bit physical address in Mp. This K is not shown in Fig. 10

because it is not logically necessary. The scheme suggested in Fig.

10 uses control bits in the map to determine legal Mp accesses. In

the Model 67 the storage key mechanism holds the information

whether a given page can be accessed by a given numbered user

(instead of associating the control with the mapping as shown in

Fig. 10).

Second, the Model 67 is the first acknowledgment by IBM
of multiprocessor computers, since it provides adequate switch-

ing to allow multiple Pc's. The C['65] multiprocessing configura-

tion has been introduced based on Model 67 structure. Multipro-

cessors are necessary for reliability, not solely for performance
reasons.

The PMS structure of C['67] in Fig. 9 does not have to use the

S['Bus Control Unit/BCU],' as in the C['65]. The C['67] can have

an S in each Mp, so that four P's can communicate with an Mp, as

shown in Fig. 9. Each Mp makes the decision about the P request

to be honored next. Thus the problem of having an "all-knowing"

S['BCU] is solved by allowing each Mp to do local scheduling,

rather than having a dialogue with another component (with time

delays). The S['BCU] in a duplex C['67] is stiU present, but with

less power, in the form of the S['2846 Channel Controller]. It is

used to arbitrate the Pio accesses to Mp.
Without multiprocessing, the Pc seems very badly mismatch-

ed with respect to Mp. Consider, for instance, the data rates on

the C['67]. From Fig. 9 its maximum possible Mp data rates

are:

Model 67. The Model 67 was introduced in April 1965 for the

purpose of timesharing. The entry was prompted by MIT's project

'A system with only one port at Mp, controlled by BCU, is called a

simplex. A system with multiport Mp is called a duplex.
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Fig. 9. IBM System/360 Model 67 PMS diagram.

For 1 Mp['2365-12]:

2 X 64 bits ,_, -.,..,
-. „-. = 171 Mbit/s
0.75 /us

and for 1 Mp['2361 Large Core Store]:

64 bits ».i ..,
—5 = 8 Mbit/s
8 fjis

Thus the total data rate is

171 X 8 + 8 X 4 = 1,368 + 32 Mbit/s
= ~

1,400 Mbit/s

The processing rate is approximately

^^ = 29 Mbit/s
2.2 fjLS

An Ms.drum rate is approximately

8b X 1.2

fXS

= 10 Mbit/s

Thus, for the several P's, an effective Mp request rate of 100

Mbit/s might he needed. The data-flow mismatch (between Mp
and the P's) occurs because of the P's, the S (the L's connecting P

and Mp), the lack of P's, and the fact that t. access = ~ V2 t. cycle.

The Pio['2870], used in Model 65 and above, is described at

two structural levels in Fig. 4. The Pio includes a large M. working
to store the state ofeach of the logical Pio's. This Pio state includes

the instruction location counter, the control state bits (active,

running, interpreting an instruction, processing data, etc.), anc

buffering (one 8-byte word). By having an M. buffer, the demands

on Mp from the Pio's are reduced by a factor of 8. Although the

expected data rate from many K's does not require the extra M,
there are possible times when the uncertainty of the access times

for Mp might cause data loss. Since the M. working is necessary to

store the Pio state, the additional space for buffering is not

expensive. An alteniative design might use Mp for this buffering.

The four Pio['2860 Selector Channel]'s are implemented as

independent Pio's, using conventional hardwired logic and buffer-

ing. However, they are packaged as one unit.

Model 85. The model 85 was announced in February 1968, with

the goal of being the highest-performance Model 360 in produc-

tion. The performance is about 3 to 5 times that of the Model 65

and in some cases outperforms a Model 91 [Conti, Gibson, and

Pitkowsky, 1968].

The PMS diagram of the Model 85 is shown in Fig. 11. The Pio,

T, Ms structure is identical to that of Models 65 and 75 (Fig. 4).

The two interesting aspects of the structure in Fig. 11 are the

M[content addressable; 'Buffer Storage; 16|32 page; 1024 by/page]

and the Pc. The pages are filled in groups of 64 bytes, as
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references to a particular physical block in Mp.core are made.

Conti, Gibson, and Pitowsky [1968] give running times for various

programs as a function of buffer memory size. Multiprogramming

may degrade the performance more than any other case. This

process, which has been referred to as look-aside, or a slave

memory, was suggested by Wilkes [1965]. It is completely

analogous to the Model 67 M[content. addressable; 8w] which is

used to hold the segment-page map for a multiprogrammed

timesharing system. It is also analogous to a one-level storage

system (Atlas; see Chap. 10) formed from two physical Ms whose

performance differs significantly. Here, the effect is to try to

approximate a computer with a large Mp[80 ns/w] by using a large

Tconsole

Mp —
K.storage.control

M. buffer - Pio['2870 Multiplexor] — S ~

Pc - K['Directl

r Kl#0:7]

'-K[#1:41. K[«):7]

Pio[#0:1; '2860 Selector)- S Kl#1:3)-K(«):7]

1. Mp[512 ~ 4096 K byte; core: .96 ;is/1 6 consecutive byte; single error

correction/double error detection]

2. M. buffer ['cache; 16 ~ 32 K byte; 80 ns/v»ord; content addressible]

3. Pc[t.cycle: 80 ns; instruction prefetch: [2w; 16 byte/w] ]

4. K[Address capability: 192]

6. K ('2870 10 Selector Subchannel]

6. K ['2860 10 Selector Subchannel]

Fig. 11. IBM System/360 IModel 85 PIMS diagram.

Mp[l jjis/w] and a small Mp[80 ns/w], The CDC 7600 has a similar

structure, but the Mp-Ms migration is under programmed
control.

The P. microprogram used for controlling the Pc[K['Execution

Unit]] allows for great flexibihty in the definition of ISPs. An

Mp[500 w] is available for the user; this may be loaded by a

program, and it specifies an ISP. One standard option is to

emulate the 704-7094 series.

The Model 85 removes the restriction of aligning words at

particular boundaries. Thus any logical word, independently of its

length, can be located at any physical location addressed in bytes.

The Pes data operation performance is impressive. A fixed-

point multiply is done in 0.4 [xs, and a floating-point multiply

takes 0.56 |i,s (not including accesses).

The data-type extendedfloating-point number is used in Model

85. Thus a 24-, 56-, or 112-bit fraction part can be used.

Model 91. This model has a very low cost/performance ratio.

Only about 20 Model 9rs were produced before it was withdrawn

from the market. It has the highest performance of the series. The

Mp is 0.75 |JLS, but 16 are overlapped to provide a theoretical

maximum bandwidth of 16 X 64/0.75 = 1,370 Mbit/s. About 2.5

mega-instructions per second are executed; thus, a total of 70

Mbit/s of Mp is absorbed by Pc.

There are other interesting models in the '90 series; the Model

92 was a paper machine, and the Model 95 was unannounced but

produced, a version of the Model 91 with an Mp[integrated cir-

cuit; 60 ns/w; 8 by/w]. The Model 91 is covered in detail in Chaps.
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18 and 19. It is similar to other very large computers in that many

techniques are employed to obtain parallelism. The January 1967

IBM Journal of Research is devoted to design issues of the Model

91.

Models 1130 and 1800. These computers are presented as

reference points and have nothing to do with the C['360]. They
are implemented outside the System/360 framework but use its

technologv', and so cost comparisons are still somewhat meaning-
ful. These computers are straightforward, and for a given task

which does not use floating-point arithmetic, they should perform
as well as any System/360 model. The arguments we use for the

intermediate Pc for the Model 25 apply equally well here, too,

namely. Why have such a complex ISP when simple ones will do

just as well?

The programmed floating-point arithmetic times for 4-|j,s 1800

and the "hardwired" (microprogrammed) System/360 Model 30

are compared in Table 2. We would expect the 2-|jis 1800 to be

better by a factor of 2. Note that the times are about the same for

Model 30 and the slower 1800. The cost/performance is especially

low with the 1130. It is interesting to speculate why the 1130 and

1800 cannot be implemented within the System/360 framework.

Are they "loss leaders"? Are they in response to more sophisticat-

ed, performance-oriented users?

The PMS Structure of the Controls, Terminals, Secondary

Memories, and Special Processors

There are many common components which attach to the C's

(Figs. 12 to 17). Most of the components which attach to a Pio are

not especially interesting, but they give an idea of the behavior

and parameters. For example, the expression T['1403 Model 3;

line printer; 1100 line/min; 132 char/line; 8 bits/character; 64 ~
240 character set] pretty well describes a typical line printer.

From the above description one can deduce the data rate of a

T[line printer]. It is 132 char/line x 1100 line/min x Vm min/s x

8 bits/char = 19.4 Kbit/s.

Table 2 IBM 1800 (4 ^) and IBM System/360 Model

30 Floating-Point Arithmetic Timing

Operation times (fis)

Operation 1800 (4 fis) System/360 Model 30

+
|sfj;

+
jdf)
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KT['1442-N1:card reader: 400 card/min;

card punch: 160col/s;

operation: half duplex]

KT['1441N2; card punch: 160 col/sl

KTl'2501 B1;card reader: 600 card/min I

"2501 B2; card reader: 1000 card/mini

KT['2520-B1, card reader: 500 card/min;

card punch: 500 card/min;

operation: half duplex]

KTI'2520-B2; card punch: 600 card/min]

'2520-83; card punch: 300 card/min]
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large number of lines at low data rates. The K['2702] is actually an

array of up to 31 K's that are time-multiplexed, using an M.core to

hold the state of each K.

Peripheral Switching. For performance, communications, and

reliability reasons it is necessary to provide access to K's, Ms, or

T's from several C's or Pio's. A sample structure of a possible

configuration, using the above components, is given in Fig. 17.

The PMS diagram also shows the physical structure of S[from:Pc;

to:K].

The IBM System/370 Family

The first System/370 model was introduced in the summer of

1970. During a period of 7 years, a total of 23 different processor

models were realized. Chapter 51 explains why IBM expanded
the System/360 architecture into the System/370 and it also

highlights the main differences between the two architectures.

Figure 18 illustrates the introduction dates of the various System/

370 models.

As in the System/360 series, microprogrammed processors

were used extensively for processor implementation. In fact, only

the System/370 Model 195 is a hardwired implementation.

Control store words varied from 16 to 105 bits wide with a

capacity of 1 to 64 kilowords. It is interesting to note that the total

number of control store bits is relatively constant in all models of

the System/370 series. The total number of bits ranges from 380K

to 1,024K. If the models with support for OS in microcode are not

Model

115

125
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PMS Structures and Implementations of the Computer

The PMS structures of the System/370 family members fall into

three main classes. The Models 115 through 125 are low-

performance distributed systems. The Models 135 through 158

are medium-performance machines that have the CPU and the

channels sharing certain data paths and contending for micropro-

gram control. The Models 165 through 195 are high-performance

machines that have a great amount of overlap in CPU functions.

They also have separately packaged channels. See Fig. 19 for a

genealogical System/370 family tree. Each main trunk of the tree

will be discussed individually.

Mid-Range Machines: Models 135, 138, 145, 148, 155, and

158. The medium-performance machines are the 135, 138, 145,

148, 155, and 158. These models have similar PMS structures.

(See Fig. 20.)

The Models 155 and 165 were introduced in June 1970. These

were the first 370 models to appear on the market. The 155 was

marketed as a general growth system for System/360 Model 50

and large System/360 Model 40 users. Thus users could upgrade
to the better price/performance ratio of the 155 with minimal

software changes.

Although the 155 does not incorporate any technological
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Fig. 22. IBM System/370 Model 155 data-flow diagram. (Courtesy of International Business Machines Corporation.)

storage was not implemented in prior processors, including the

System/360 Model 67. The 158 and 168 were the first 370 models

to incorporate this feature.

At the time of the 158-168 announcement, Dynamic Address

Translation (DAT) hardware became available at no charge for the

Models 135 and 145. It also became available as an expensive

option for purchased Models 155 and 165.

IBM's multiple-processor philosophy is primarily oriented

toward increased system throughput (as opposed to decreased

time per job) and can be divided into three general categories:

tightly coupled, loosely coupled, and peer-coupled. Tightly

coupled systems consist of two processors sharing main storage

and executing a single operating system. Loosely coupled systems
consist of a number of processors coupled via channel-to-channel

adapters. Each processor executes its own operating system and

shares job queues. One processor is designated the controlling

processor. Peer-coupled systems consist of multiple loosely

coupled systems.

IBM's tightly coupled systems employ only high-performance

processors, presumably to extend the System/370 performance

range until the next set of technological advances provides a

higher-performance uniprocessor. One of two general forms is

used; (1) multiprocessing (MP) with two Pes, each with a

complete set of I/O options, and (2) attached processors (AP) with

two Pes, one with and one without I/O options. Special instruc-

tions have been added for synchronization (e.g. ,
COMPARE AND

SWAP, and COMPARE AND DOUBLE SWAP). Also added were

serialization (i.e., provisions to allow programs that execute on

MP's to have the same storage-reference sequencing they would

have if they were executed on a uniprocessor), interprocessor

communication (SIGNAL PROCESSOR instruction), redundant

time-of-day clocks, and cross-cache invalidation.

February 1973 brought forth the 158 MP. The 158 MP system

consists of two 158's or two 158-3's, coupled by a 3058 Multisys-

tem Unit. Channels belong to the Pc to which they are attached,

although devices may be shared by using a special "two channel

switch" feature. Memory can be configured so that some address

space is dedicated to a particular Pc while other space is shared

between both processors. Interprocessor communication is via an

interrupt capability.

March 1975 saw the announcement of the 158-3. The 158-3 is a

158 with an expanded cache (16 Kbyte as opposed to 8 Kbyte).
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Both the 8K and the 16K caches have a set size of 128. However,
the 16K cache has an associativity of 4 while the 8K cache has an

associativity of 2. Block size is 32 bytes.

In June 1976 the 138 and 148 were introduced. The 138 was

announced to have a 29 to 36 percent internal performance
increase over the 135, while the 148 was announced to have a 28

to 43 percent internal performance increase over the 145. Data

Pro Research Cori>oration reports that the 138 and 148 cost about

45 percent less for purchase and appro.ximately 22 percent less for

rental than the 135 and 145. These machines use MOS Mp,
whereas the 135 and 145 use bipolar. However, the MOS
memories, created in 1976, of the 138 and 148 are faster than the

bipolar memories created in 1971, of the 135 and 145. Also,

during June 1976 the 135-3 and 145-3 were announced. They are

upgraded versions of the 5-year-old (at that time) 135 and 145

models, and have internal performance equal to the newer 138

and 148, respectively.

Later, in October 1976, the 158 Attached Processor System

(APS) was announced. Whereas the 158 MP of 1973 is a tightly

coupled system, the 158 AP is even more tightly coupled. The
IBM 3052 APU (Attached Processing Unit) and a 158 (or 158-3) are

connected to form a dual-processor system, with shared memory
and shared I/O. The 3052 APU (with a 115-ns cycle time) is a

bare-bones instruction processor with no Mp and no channels.

However, it does have a cache. The APU's writable control store

(WCS) can execute all of the System/370 instructions, plus the

1401/1440/1460 and 1410/7010 ISPs. Although an AP system is less

expensive than an MP system (because it has less hardware), it has

lower performance. Contention for memory and I/O results in

decreased throughput. The 158 AP yields only from 1.5 to 1.8

times the performance of one 158-3.

High-Range Machines: Models 165, 168, and 195. The high-

performance machines consist of the 165, 168, and 195. See Fig.

23 for a PMS diagram of the 165.

The System/370 Model 165, introduced at the same time as the

155 (June 1970), was originally marketed as a high-speed growth

system for System/360 Model 65 and 75 users. The 165 is a

higher-performance machine than the 155 because of its wider

data paths, greater concurrency of operations, and larger and

faster memory.
Whereas the 155 has an 8-Kbyte cache, the 165 cache can be

extended to 16 Kbyte. The 8K cache of the 165 is set-associative,

with a set size of 64 and an associativity of 4. The 16K cache is

simply an 8K cache with the set size increased from 64 to 128.

Block size is 32 bytes. The channels write into the cache (i.e.,

cache write-through to Mp) but do not read from it.

An 8-byte data path between Pc and Mp with four-way

interleaving yields 32 bytes fetched per Mp reference cycle (as

opposed to 16 bytes for the 155).

The 165 has a greater amount of instruction fetch-execute
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and various emulations. The 165 can emulate 7070/7074, 7080,

and 709/7090/7094 ISPs.

The year 1971 also saw the introduction of the System/370

Model 195, a slightly upgraded version of the powerful System/

360 Model 195. (See Fig. 25.) The 195 contains a 32-Kbyte cache

memory with a set size of 128, a block size of 8 doublewords (64

bytes), and an associativity of 4.

A storage control unit (SCU) controls all fetching and storing

from Mp, M. cache, and the channels. Sixteen-way memory

interleaving, coupled with an 8-byte-wide data path from Mp to

SCU, results in 128 bytes accessed per reference cycle. The SCU
also contains much of the circuitry for cache control. A processor

store always updates Mp, and updates M.cache if the location has

previously been valid in the cache. However, I/O fetches and

stores completely bypass the cache, invalidating cache data if

necessary.

This hardwired machine (which has a 54-ns CPU cycle time)

realizes a high degree of concurrency of operations. The central

processing element (CPE) consists of the Instruction Processor,

the fixed-point/variable-field-length (VFL)/decimal execution ele-

ment, the floating-point execution element, and the System/370

execution unit.

The Instruction Processor (IP) fetches both instructions and

operands, controls the other execution units, handles interrupts,

and executes all branch, status-switching, and I/O instructions.

(See Fig. 26.) The IP has an 8-doubleword instruction stack (4

times larger than that of the 165), three instruction-control

registers, two doublewords of temporary instruction buffer, a

decoder, and a three-input adder for effective-address calculation.

The fixed-point/VFL/decimal execution element contains the

general registers, which the IP uses.

The 8-doubleword instruction stack normally contains the

current instruction to be decoded, a few doublewords of instruc-

tions already decoded (i.e., instruction history), and a few

doublewords of instructions yet to be decoded. Three stack

pointers, called the instruction-control registers, keep track of the

stack. The instruction register (IR) points to the instruction being
decoded. The upperbound register (UB) points to the most recent

doubleword brought into the stack, and the lowerbound register

(LB) points to the least recent doubleword in the stack.

The 8-doubleword stack allows tight loops to be executed totally

within the stack (in what is called the loop mode). This is much
more efficient than the 2-doubleword buffer of the 165, whose

hardware does not provide for the execution of tight loops totally

within the buffer.

Conditional mode is entered when a conditional branch is

decoded for which the condition code has not yet been evaluated.

When this occurs, the IP continues to fetch sequential instruc-

tions into the 8-doubleword stack. The sequential instructions

prefetched still result in orders to the fixed-point and floating-

point execution elements. However, these orders are specially

tagged as being conditional, so that they cannot be decoded or

PiFloating Point

Execution

Element)

PI Fixed Point-

Variable Field

Decimal Execution

Element]

PIS/370
Execution Unit]

PJInstruction

Processor]

1
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Fig. 25. IBM System/370/Model 195 PMS diagram.
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Fig. 28. IBM System/370 Model 195 floating-point execution ele-

ment data-flow diagram. (Courtesy of International Business Ma-

ciiines Corporation.)

concurrently by oflfsetting them by one cycle. The third reserva-

tion station can acquire data while the other two operations are

executing. The multiply/divide execution unit has two reservation

stations. Only one multiply or divide operation can be executed at

a time. The extended execution unit, with one reservation station,

handles extended-precision floating-point operands.

The FLOS has its instructions decoded serially. The FLOS
issues operations provided that an appropriate reservation station

is available. Since several operations may be executing concur-

rently, dependent operations are sequenced through the use of

tagging on the common data bus.

The 168 was introduced in August 1972. It has the same

advantages over the 165 that the 158 has over the 155, i.e., more

processing power in smaller cabinets, larger and faster Mp (MOS),
and an Integrated Storage Controller as an option. At the same

time that the virtual-storage 168 was announced. Dynamic
Address Translation (DAT) hardware became available as an

expensive option for the 165.

In March 1975 the 168-3 was announced. The 168-3 has twice as

many channels as the Model 168 (22, as opposed to 11) and has a

cache twice as large (32K, as opposed to 16K).

Februar>' 1973 brought forth the 168 MP. The 168 MP is similar

to the 158 MP previously described. Two 168's or 168-3's

are connected via a 3068 Multisystem Communication Unit

(MCU).
In February 1976, the 168 Attached Processor System (APS)

was introduced. Similar to the Model 158's 3052 AP in configura-

tion, the 3062 AP (with an 80-ns cycle time) can execute all

System/370 instructions except those involved with the "direct

control" facility. The 168 AP yields only from 1.5 to 1.8 times the

performance of one 168-3. It is possible that the 168, being a

high-performance machine with a great amount of prefetching and

buffering, is not well suited for use in a very tightly coupled

system.

Low-Range Machines: Models 115 and 125. The low-

performance machines consist of the Models 115 and 125.

The 125 was announced in October 1972. It was marketed as a

growth system for System/360 Model 20 users. The low-

performance 125 is implemented in a distributed fashion. (See the

discussion of the Model 115.) Two bytes are fetched at a time from

the MOS Mp, with no memory interleaving. Data paths are 2

bytes wide. There is no cache. The 480-ns WCS can emulate the

1401/1440/1460 ISPs.

The System/370 Model 115 was introduced in the spring of

1973. It was marketed as a growth system for users of System/360
Models 20, 22, and 25. It bridged the gap between the IBM

System/360 and the higher-performance System/370 machines.

The virtual-storage Model 115, a distributed system, is very

similar to the 125. The 115, being the lowest-performance 370,

has 1-byte data paths (the 125 has 2-byte paths).

As shown in Fig. 29, the system contains three independent

subprocessors. They are the Machine Instruction Processor

(MIP), the Input/Output Processor (lOP), and the Service Proces-

sor (SVP). Each subprocessor has its own storage, working

registers, ALU, and microprogram (MOSFET WCS).

Mp (which is MOS, and requires 480 ns for read/write, and

from which 2 bytes are fetched per access, with no interleaving) is

controlled by a hardwired Main Storage Controller (MSC). The

MSC regularly checks requests for Mp access by the subproces-

sors, and grants the request with the highest priority. The MSC
and the subprocessors communicate via a data bus, a control bus,

and direct control lines.

The MIP basically fetches and executes program instructions.

The lOP executes I/O commands and supervises the data transfer

between the MSC and I/O devices. The interface between the

operator and the rest of the system is the SVP. It loads microcode

into the subprocessors and boots itself from the console file.

The 115 does not support any block multiplexor or selector

channels. However, a byte multiplexor channel can be imple-
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Fig. 29. IBM System/370 Model 115 PMS diagram.

mented by using an lOP. Also, some I/O devices can be connected

to the MIP with direct attachment features.

The 115-2 and 125-2 were announced in November 1975. The

115-2 spht the 115's Machine Instruction Processor into two

separate units: a dedicated I/O processor for 3340 disks, and an

Instruction Processing Unit.

The 115-2 and 125-2 have higher performance, greater I/O

capabihties, and bigger Mp's than the 115 and 125, respectively.

3030 Series Machines

In March 1977, the Model 3033 processor was introduced, and in

October of that same year, the Models 3031 and 3032 were

announced. The 3030 processors have enhanced price/perform-
ance characteristics over their predecessors. High-level operat-

ing-system functions are supported in microcode. The 3031 can be

configured as an AP system, while the 3033 can be configured as

either an MP or an AP system.

The 3031 has a 115-ns Pc microcycle time, a 32-Kbyte cache,

and six integrated channels (one byte multiplexor and five block

multiplexors). The 3031 yields approximately 1.2 times the

performance of a System/370 Model 158-3 [Data Pro, 1978].

The 3032 has an 80-ns Pc microcycle time, a 32-Kbyte cache,

and six integrated channels. The system can be extended to

include 12 integrated channels. The 3032 yields approximately
2.75 times the performance of a System/370 Model 158-3 [Data

Pro, 1978].

The 3033 is a performance-enhanced System/370 Model 168-3

[Connors, Florkowski, and Patton, 1979]. Technology improve-
ments reduced gate delays from 1.7 ns to 1 ns, cache access time

from 32 ns to 27 ns, Mp access time from 210 ns to 185 ns, and Pc

cycle time from 80 to 58 ns. Cache size, block size, and

associativity were all doubled, yielding a 92 percent hit ratio.

Memory interleaving was increased from four-way to eight-way.

Instruction prefetch buffer (branch and no branch cases) size was

increased from two to four doublewords, operand address and

data buffer were increased from two to six doublewords, and a

third buffer was added for the situation where a second branch is

encountered prior to the resolution of a previously encountered

branch. Instruction decoding and address generation was de-

creased from two cycles to one. The 3033 provides 12 channels as

standard, divided into two groups of six, and four optional

channels. Unlike the 168's stand-alone channels, those of the 3033

are accessible by the service processor, and the group concept
allows maintenance, including microdiagnostics, to be performed
on one group of channels while the other group is being used for

customer work. Each byte multiplexor channel is capable of a data

rate of from 40 Kbyte to 75 Kbyte per second, while a block

multiplexor channel is capable of up to 1.5 Mbyte. The 3033

system requires one-half of the space and 30 percent less power
than a similarly configured 168. Performance is 1.8 to 1.9 times

that of a 168. Both the 3033 MP and 3033 AP are rated at 1.6 to 1.8

times the performance of a uniprocessor 3033.

4300 Series {Machines

In January 1979 the models 4331 and 4341 were announced, thus

launching the 4300 series. The series is implemented with IBM's

bipolar gate arrays, with up to 704 gates/chip at 3-ns switching

speeds and 64-Kbit MOS memory chips. The 4300 series added 12

new instructions to the System/370 ISP.

The 4331 is rated at 0.88 to 0.99 times the performance of,

requires 70 percent less power than, and costs approximately 28

percent as much as the System/370 Model 138. The 4331 features

a 64K writable control store, dynamic address translation, storage

protection, a time-of-day clock, support for remote diagnostics,

and a support processor for monitoring and recording environ-

mentally caused problems such as power variances. The Pc also

requires from 16 to 53 Kbyte of main memory for extra control
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store capacity. An integrated DASD (Direct Access Storage

Device) adapter allows the direct attachment (without controllers

or channels) of four strings of disk storage. One byte multiplexor

channel and one block nmltiplexor channel are provided for

attachment of a variety of System/360 and System/370 peripherals.

The channel data rate for the byte multiplexor channel is 18

Kbytes in byte mode and 500 Kbyte in burst mode. The block

multiplexor channel has a 500 Kbyte/s maximum data transfer

rate. A Communications Adapter allows for attachment of up to

eight communications lines operating from 75 bits/s to 56 Kbit/s.

Two of the following line protocols can be supported simulta-

neously: Synchronous Data Link Control (SDLC), Binary Syn-
chronous Control (BSC), and asynchronous line.

The 4341 has two modes of operation (corresponding to

whatever microcode is loaded): (1) System/370-compatible mode
with Extended Control Program Support for VM/VS software and

(2) Extended Control Program Support: Virtual Storage Extend-

ed. The latter mode is unique to the 4341, yet is basically

compatible with the System/370. The 4341 is rated at 3.2 times

the performance of the System/370 Model 138 while costing 6

percent less. Figure 30 depicts the overall organization of the

4341. A portion of Mp, ranging from 14 to 108 Kbyte, is required
for dynamic table storage. A separate support processor controls

initialization (initial microcode loading), error analysis and log-

ging, and the display console. The Remote Support Facility (RSF)

provides the capability of remotely controlling the 4341 from an

IBM service center. Diagnostics can be executed remotely and

error information sent back to the service center. RSF, ECC
(SEC/DED) Mp, Pc parity checks, instruction retry, channel

command retry, and intenial-state logout provide a comprehen-
sive reliability/maintainability environment.

The 4341 I/O channels, with a few variations, are identical to

those of the System/360 and System/370. One byte multiplexor
and up to five block multiplexor channels can be configured. The

byte multiplexor channel operating in byte-interleaved mode

permits several low-speed devices to operate concurrently at up to

32 Kbyte/s if no block multiplexor channels are operating. It can

also operate in burst mode, allowing one high-speed device at a

time to fimction at a maximiun rate of 1 Mbyte/s. Two block

multiplexor channels are standard and three more are optional.

Each block multiplexor is capable of a maximum data rate of 1

Mbyte/s. The total system data rate is limited to 9 Mbyte/s.

The PMS Structure of the System 370 Pio, K, Ms, and T

The Systein/370 peripheral structure has resulted from a slow

evolution of the System/360 peripheral structure. The PMS
diagrams for the System/370 have been laid out to allow a quick

comparison with the System/360 PMS diagrams. In many cases,

the System/370 PMS diagrams are a superset of the System/360

diagrams.' Thus while some peripherals have been discontinued,

IBM continues to support other System/360 peripherals.

'The rate of change of the PMS diagrams is directly related to the rate of

change of the major technology composing the PMS structure. Thus, as

indicated in Part 1, Sec. 2, the Pc, based on electronic technology,

changes fastest. Ms, composed of electronic, magnetic, and mechanical

technologies, changes at the next highest rate. Indeed, there is only one

carryover between the System/360 and System/370 Ms PMS diagrams.
The rate of change of magnetic tape, which has a large component of

mechanical technology, is slower still than Ms technology. The slowest

rate of change is exhibited by paper-handling peripherals (e.g., paper-tape

devices, card reader/punches, and line printers), which are essentially

mechanical technologies. Thus technologists seek higher performance by

seeking ways to replace mechanical technology by electronic technology

(e.g., electrostatic units for printing, charge-coupled devices or magnetic
bubbles for Ms).

M[diskettel

Mp

P [support]

T (console]

Pio[#0; Byte Multiplexor Channel]

L[ Remote Support Facility]

S - Kio[#0:255]

^ Pio[#1 :5; Block Multiplexor Channel] S - Kio[#0 :256J

Notes

1. Mp[MOS; 2-4 Mbyte; ECC ISEC/DED)]
2. P[Support Processor; error analysis, display console, initial microcode loading]

3. L[!Remote Support Facility for remote diagnostics]

Fig. 30. IBM 4341 PMS diagram.
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The major I/O port for the System/360 processors above the

Model 50 was either a 2860 Selector Channel (for high-speed

devices) or a 2870 Multiplexor Channel (for low-speed devices).

The System/370 added the 2880 Block Multiplexor Channel to

support even higher-speed, block-data-oriented peripherals. A

major departure from the System/360 I/O architecture is the

integration of controller/channels at the high end and adapters at

the low end into the Pc cabinet, which eliminates cost and

performance penalties of stand-alone cabinets.

Figure 31 depicts secondary storage for System/370 processors.

The multipurpose 2841 Storage Control has given way to the

3830. The System/370 utilizes high-speed fixed-head disks for

—
K|'23141

— KC3830I

— K 1-38301

K [28351 Msli<0:l: '2305 Fixed-Head Storage;

nonremovable: fixed-head disk;

models: 112;

t.ave.access: 2.515 ms;

transfer rate: 311.5 Mbyte/s;

capacity: 5.4111.2 Mbyte]

Ms[*l :8; '2319 Direct Access Storage

facility; removable: moving head disk;

t.ave.access: 60-*^ 12.5 ms;
transfer rate: 312 Kbyte/s;

capacity: 29 Mbytel

Msl^il A; '3333 Disk Storage and

Control; IStorage Equivalent of

a '333011

Kl=l:4;'3340
Direct Access

Storage Facility]

Msl=l :8; '3348 Data Module; Removable

pack and heads: moving-head disk;

models: 35170;

t.ave.access: 25 + 10.1 ms;
transfer rate: 885 Kbyte/s;

capacity: 35170 Mbytel

Mslffl :3; '3330 Moving-Head Disk Storage Module;
no. of drives: 1 12;

removable: movinghead disk;

models: 1 i2lll;

t.ave.access: 30 -t^ 8.4 ms;

transfer rate: 806 Kbyte/s;

capacity: 100 100 200 Mbytel
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swapping store rather than the high-speed drums used in the

Systeni/360. Hence drum storage has been discontinued. The

increased storage capacity of disks partially fulfills the require-

ment for online archival memory as represented by the discontin-

ued System/360 Data Cell magnetic card technology. Disks thus

evolved as the dominant MS technology, as graphically indicated

by comparing Figs. 31 and 13. New technologies, such as

charge-coupled devices or magnetic bubbles, may eventually

replace disks as the dominant Ms technology, just as the disks

replaced drums. However, disks will remain the dominant Ms

technology for at least the next several years.

Figure 32 depicts the growth in magnetic tape peripherals over

those of the System/360. The System/360 Hypertape was discon-

tinued.

Figure 33 shows the two card punches, the card reader, and the

three card reader/punch units of the System/360, which were

augmented for the System/370 by the addition of three reader/

punch units. A lower-performance paper-tape reader has been

added to the 1000 character per second 2671. A wider range of

line printer models (six instead of one) is oEFered with the

System/370, including an electrostatic printer that is 8 times faster

than the highest-performance System/360 mechanical line print-

er. The System/370, like the System/360, offers a range of

commercial-document readers, including magnetic character

readers, optical readers (for printed, marked, and hand-printed

documents), and document-processing units (for semiautomatic

document-information input).

Finally, Fig. 34 illustrates that front-end processors have

replaced the System/360's simple controllers for communication

lines.

Performance and Cost

The IBM System/360 and System/370 series provide a number of

data points in the implementation space for a common ISP.

Furthermore, being marketed by a single organization, they are

probably constrained by a common corporate profit goal. In this

section, we will focus on Pc-Mp cost, performance, and cost/

performance. Costs vary over time as technology and marketing

competition change. However, we can plot cost as a function of

time. Performance is more difiRcult to determine, since it depends
on system configuration, software quality, and work load. IBM
will announce relative performance ratios for Pes but will not

divulge absolute measures such as mega-instructions per second.

Finally, cost/performance is extremely difiRcult to calibrate be-

cause of the many variables impacting both cost and performance.

Price

Figure 35 depicts the price ofIBM memory per byte as a function

of year. The slope of the line indicates an average decrease in the

KC2803
'28041

SC28161 Ms(=l :8; '2401 Magnetic Tape Unit;

models: 11213141516;

density; 8001800i800il6001 160011600

bits per inch;

transfer rate: 3016019016011201180

Kbyte/s;

format: 719 track]

Kl'2803l

28041
iVIsl^l :8; '2401 Magnetic Tape Unit;

model; 8;

density; 200 ~ 800 bits per incfi;

transfer rate: 15 ^ 60 Kbyte/s;

format: 719 track]

Ms{^^ ;6; '2415 Magnetic Tape Unit and

Control;

models; 11213141516;

drives/unit:214 161214 16;

density: 80018001800116001160011600

bits per inch;

transfer rate: 15115115 130 130130Kbyte/s,

format: 719 track]

- K1'28031 Ms[=fl:8; '2420 Magnetic Tape Unit;

models: 517;

density: 160011600 bits per inch;

transfer rate: 1601320 Kbyte/s;

format: 9 track]

Ms]'3411 Magnet Tape Subsystem;
models: 112i3;

number of drives: 41616;

density; I6OOII6OO1I6OO bits per inch;

transfer rate: 20140 180 Kbyte/s;

format: 9 track]

K[»l:4;

'3804]
-I Sl=1 -2] I—|Msl^1 :8; '3420 Magnet Tape Unit;

models: 31517;

density: 16001160011600 bits per inch;

transfer rate: 12012001320 Kbyte/s;

format; 9 track]

K|'3803]
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Table 3 Measures of Performance of System/370 Models
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Fig. 38. Graph of IBM System/360 cost/processing power ratio versus rental price.
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times for certain fixed work. Solomon [1966] observed Grosch's

law to hold for Models 30, 40, 50, 65, and 75. This line is drawn in

Fig. 39 for C(price. average). Considering Models 20, 25, 44, 85,

and 91, a line with a less steep slope might fit the points better. If

we consider C(price. minimum), g > 2; considering only Pc, a g = 1

might be appropriate (see Fig. 39) for which the Pc power/price
is essentially constant with cost.

Pc(price)/Mp(price.avg):
=

c.Pc/avg.Mp = ~
1.1, the ratio of

processor to memory price

C(price.min)/C(price.avg):
=

c.min.C/avg.C
= ~

0.47, the

ratio of the smallest computer configuration to an aver-

age configuration

Pc(price)/C(price.avg):
=

c.Pc/c.avg.C

processor to computer price

~
0.23, the ratio of

These are averages over all the series and can be rather

misleading. For example, in higher-numbered models the

C{price.min)/C(price.avg):
=

c.min.C/c.avg.C is about 0.6,

whereas in lower-numbered models the ratio is 0.3. We might
have expected this, since it indicates that a higher proportion of

system cost is in Ms and T on lower-number models.

The price for the System/370 series is based on purchase price.

Figure 40 gives the relative computing power versus price for a Pc

2.0

158-MPi58-3MP

166

I I

10= 8 10^ 2

Purchase price ($)

_l_l
8 10'

Fig. 40. Graph of IBM System/370 cost/processing power ratio

versus purchase price.

with average Mp size. Again, the price/power ratio is almost

constant with at most a 3:1 variation. The best-performing models

seem to be the replacement models (i.e., the 138 for the 135, the

148 for the 145). Presumably, newer technology and packaging

yielded an increase in performance. Models 165 and 168 are clear

price/performance leaders.

Figure 41 plots the relative performance to purchase price for

various processor models and minimum to maximum memory
size. Grosch's law is also plotted. It appears that the System/370
series follows a power law with g

~ 1.6.

168-3 MP-

168-3-

168—

158-3 MP -

158-MP —

158 3-

158-

• Price (Pc -t- Mp.avg)
+ Price (Pc + Mp.min)
X Price (Pc -f IVIp.maxI

8 10° 2

Purchase price (S)

Fig. 41 . Graph of IBM System/370 relative processing power versus

price.
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Conclusions Selected Bibliography

The IBM System/360 and System/370, by achieving a production

record, have fulfilled this principal design objective. The techni-

cal goals, however, are of interest to us here. The most interesting

aspect of the design is achieving a performance range and a

primary memory size range each in excess of 100:1 for both series.

Thus a user is given a very large set of configuration alternatives.

There is a vast array of secondary memory and terminal devices

to couple with almost any other system. The System/360 is the

first computer to make extensive use of microprogramming.

Microprogramming is used for the definition of the System/360
instruction-set processor, but more important, microprograms
define previous IBM computers so that a user can operate

satisfactorily during the interim period when older programs are

being updated to use the System/360. Microprogramming also

plays a major role in the System/370. There are provisions for

multicomputer structures. Within a single computer structure

there is adequate means of peripheral switching so that reliable

and high-performance structures can be assembled.
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